Remote Control Organizer
A Remote Control organizer is a splendid way to keep all the
remote controls in a order. Place it over your sofa so they are
easy to reach without having them scattered around.
Finished size with loops: 29” x 20” (73 x 51 cm)
SEWING SUPPLIES
7/8 yd. (70 cm) plastic coated fabric, at least 59” (150 cm) wide
10” (25 cm) linen fabric, at least 45” (114 cm) wide
2/3 yd. (60 cm) cotton fabric on fabric width 55” (140 cm)
Polyester Sewing thread
Sulky 40 wt. Rayon Embroidery thread in matching color
10” (25 cm) fusible interfacing for pockets
Pictogram pen
Pinking Shears
Optional accessories:
Edge Stitching Foot (412 40 77-45)
3/8” (1 cm) seam allowance included in all measurements.
Print the pdf-file with the letters or make the letters in your computer in a suitable size, (height
approximately 4 1/4” (4.5 cm) and cut them out as small letter templates.
CUT
From plastic coated fabric:
Front piece 21” x 28” (53 x 70 cm)
7 strips, 3 1/4” x 6 1/2” (8 x 16 cm) for loops
Letters for the words: STEREO, VIDEO,TV (cut with pinking shears)
From cotton fabric:
Back piece: 21” x 28” (53 x 70 cm)
2 rectangular pieces, 21” x 8 1/2” (53 x 21 cm) for upper pocket and pocket lining
From linen fabric:
2 rectangular pieces, 21” x 8 1/2” (53 x 22 cm) for lower pocket and pocket lining
From fusible interfacing:
1 piece, 21” x 8 3/8” (53 x 21 cm) for upper pocket
1 piece, 21” x 8 1/2” (53 x 22 cm) for lower pocket
SEW
Lower pocket:
Press fusible interfacing onto the wrong side of the pocket. Place the outside pocket with the lining
pocket piece, right side together. Sew the upper edge.Turn to the right side and press.

K E E P I N G T H E WO R L D S E W I N G

Place the templates on the plastic coated fabric and trace around the
letters with a Pictogram pen. Cut them out with a pinking shears.
Place the letters and attach them to the pocket with a fabric
gluestick. Snap on presser foot A and sew them with straight stitch
2.5.

Upper pocket:
Press fusible interfacing on the wrong side of the upper pocket. Draw
diagonal lines on the pocket with a Pictogram pen. Set you sewing
machine for reinforced zigzag, stitch width 2.5. Sew diagonal seams all
over the pocket, following the lines.

Place the outside pocket with the lining pocket piece, right side
together. Sew the upper edge.Turn to the right side and press.

Place the lower edge of the upper pocket 12” (30 cm) from the lower
edge of the front piece, right sides together. Sew the lower pocket edge
to the front piece with straight stitch, length 2.5.

12" (30 cm)

Fold up the pocket and press. Stitch the pocket into two pockets by sewing
with reinforced zigzag, stitch width 2.5 in the middle of the pocket.
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Lower pocket:
Place the lower pocket right side up, on the front piece matching
the lower edge.To stitch it into three pockets, sew a reinforced zig
zag vertically between the words.

Loops:
Fold the (8 x 16 cm) stripes triple lengthwise for the loops, and
sew a straight stitch in the center.

Place the backpiece wrong side up. Fold the loops double and place them along
the upper edge with even spaces.

Sandwich the loops along the upper edge between the back and frontpiece
right sides together, as illustrated.

Sew all around the organizer leaving an opening on the left side between the
upper pocket and the upper edge.

Turn the organizer right side out and press.
Sew the opening closed and strengthen the loops by top stitching from the
upper pocket edge, along the upper edge of the organizer and down to the
pocket again. Use presser foot A or the optional Edge Stitching Foot with a
flange on the outer edge. It helps you to sew even top stitches. The Edge
Stitching Foot (Available at your Husqvarna Viking Dealer.) helps you to sew
even topstitches

Put a stick through the loops and hang the Remote Control Organizer over
your sofa.
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